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Abstract. Nowadays, more and more applications need to jointly align
a set of facial images from one specific person, which forms the so-called
joint face alignment problem. To address this problem, in this paper,
starting from an initial face alignment results, we propose to enhance
the alignments by a fundamentally novel idea: rescuing the bad align-
ments with their well-aligned neighbors. In our method, a discriminative
alignment evaluator is well designed to assess the initial face alignments
and separate the well-aligned images from the badly-aligned ones. To cor-
rect the bad ones, a robust regularized re-fitting algorithm is proposed
by exploiting the appearance consistency between the badly-aligned im-
age and its k well-aligned nearest neighbors. Experiments conducted on
faces in the wild demonstrate that our method greatly improves the ini-
tial face alignment results of an off-the-shelf facial landmark locator. In
addition, the effectiveness of our method is validated through compar-
ing with other state-of-the-art methods in joint face alignment under
complex conditions.

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the popularity of various digital cameras and the rapid
growth of internet-based photo sharing, collecting multiple images of one specific
person becomes easier and easier. With the collected multiple facial images for
one person, a lot of new applications emerged, e.g., face recognition with image
sets [1], face photo album management [2], and person-specific face modeling [3].
These applications appeal for aligning simultaneously the multiple face images
of the same person, i.e., the so-called “joint face alignment” problem. Overall
speaking, joint face alignment still remains challenging as the appearance of faces
can vary a lot due to tremendous variations in pose, expression, occlusion, and
low quality imaging, etc.

Joint face alignment problem is initially studied by Learned-Miller’s influ-
ential congealing procedure, which registers a batch of images by minimizing
the entropy of each column of pixels through the image set [4]. Congealing has
been proven to work well on simple images, such as binary handwritten digits.
Later on, many efforts have been devoted to make congealing more robust to
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complex real-world faces [5,6], which include exploring more robust features for
congealing algorithm instead of raw pixels [5] or using least square constrains
to estimate warping parameters [6]. Besides these congealing-style methods, Ro-
bust Alignment by Sparse and Low-rank Decomposition (RASL) is proposed to
make more robust face alignment in the case of occlusions and large lighting
changes by minimizing the rank of the image ensemble [7]. However, due to the
ignorance of non-rigid transformations, the above methods are restricted from
being applied to scenarios which need more accurate face alignment, such as
face swapping [8] and face animation [9]. Moreover, the human face information,
such as the shape and appearance models of the faces, is not exploited to remove
outliers produced in the process of joint face alignment.

Conventional model-based face alignment methods, such as Active Shape
Model (ASM) [10] and Active Appearance Model (AAM) [11], are typical non-
rigid face alignment techniques, which can also be applied to jointly align a batch
of images [12,13]. A straightforward idea is to perform face alignment on each
image independently, and jointly align the ensemble of images by registering the
facial landmarks of each image with the landmarks of a reference template image.
This kind of methods is effective to handle non-rigid pose and shape variations
and the incorrect facial landmark configurations can be moderated by exploiting
the learned statistical shape or appearance models. However, it is still challeng-
ing for these model-based methods to align real-world face images in spite that
many efforts have been dedicated to improve the accuracy and efficiency of ASM
and AAM (e.g., [14,15,16,17]). In addition, the model-based methods ignore the
appearance consistency of the person-specific image ensemble when performing
joint face alignment.

More recently, there appeared a few methods that simultaneously consider the
human face model and the appearance consistency of image ensemble [18,19].
For example, Zhao et al. perform non-rigid joint face alignment by combining a
generic deformable face model (AAM) with RASL [18]. Through the combina-
tion, on one hand, RASL is extended from rigid to non-rigid; on the other hand,
the generic appearance model (AAM) is regularized to fit adaptively to an un-
seen face by minimizing the rank of the image ensemble. Tong et al. propose a
semi-supervised least-squares congealing algorithm to jointly align an ensemble
of facial images [19]. In their method, a small number of images should be man-
ually labeled. During the congealing process, the estimated facial landmark lo-
cations are constrained by utilizing an on-line learned non-rigid statistical shape
model.

In short, existing joint face alignment methods either depend on an initially
labeled image set or regularize the fitting process by minimizing the rank of the
whole image set. Different from the above methods, in this paper, we propose a
novel method to enhance an initial face alignment results by rescuing the bad
alignments with the good ones. Specifically, given a set of facial images from
one specific person, we first align all the face images in the set with an off-
the-shelf model-based facial landmark locator. Then, we automatically assess
the initial alignments to distinguish the good ones from the bad ones by using
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed joint face alignment method: (a) initial face alignment
results, (b) face alignment evaluation, (c) correcting the bad alignment by regularized
re-fitting with k well-aligned nearest neighbors

a simple but robust discriminative face alignment evaluator, which can assign
each alignment result a confidence score highly related to the degree of alignment
accuracy. Subsequently, for each badly-aligned image, we find its k well-aligned
nearest neighbors in the image set. Finally, through regularizing the shape and
appearance space of the badly-aligned image with the selected good neighbors,
the facial landmark locations of the badly-aligned image are corrected by our
regularized re-fitting algorithm. Experiments conducted on faces in the wild show
that our algorithm greatly improves the initial face alignment results. Besides,
the effectiveness of our method is also demonstrated through experiments in
comparison with competitive methods in joint alignment of complex faces.

Briefly speaking, the main contributions of this paper are: (1) We propose a
novel fundamental idea and framework for joint face alignment, i.e., rescuing the
bad alignments with their good neighbors. (2) We design a discriminative face
alignment evaluator to assess the face alignment. (3) We propose a regularized
re-fitting algorithm to correct the bad alignments by the good ones.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of our joint face alignment method. Section 3 presents more details of
our method, including the initialization of face alignments by an off-the-shelf
facial landmark locator, the alignment results evaluator, and the regularized re-
fitting algorithm. Section 4 reports the experimental results and also the com-
parisons with the state-of-the-art methods. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Method Overview

The basic idea of our method is shown in Fig.1. Simply speaking, our method
consists of the following three steps: (1) initialized face alignment, (2) face
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alignment results evaluation, (3) correcting the bad alignment by regularized
re-fitting with k nearest good neighbors.

In the first step, as shown in Fig.1(a), we first perform face alignment on all
the images in the set by using an off-the-shelf facial landmark locator. In this
study, Gu’s method [16] is exploited for this purpose.

In the next step, as shown in Fig.1(b), a pre-learned face alignment evaluator
is exploited to assess the initial alignment results for each image in the set.
The well-aligned images, i.e., those with high alignment confidence scores, are
automatically selected. For convenience, we denote this image subset as G.

Then, in the last step, the images with scores less than a threshold, i.e.,
badly-aligned, are further processed to obtain enhanced alignment results. As il-
lustrated in Fig.1(c), for each badly-aligned image, we find its k nearest neighbor
images from G, which are then used to correct the bad alignment by regulariz-
ing its shape and appearance space. In this study, a better face alignment result
is finally obtained by solving an optimization problem. It is worth noting here
that, our good alignment set G is dynamically updated. In other words, once
the alignment score of an image after rescuing is larger than the threshold, it
is added to the set G. With this strategy, more good alignment samples can be
exploited to rescue the remaining bad alignments.

3 Enhance Joint Face Alignment by Regularized
Re-fitting

In this section, we will describe the implementation details of our method.

3.1 Initialization with an Off-the-Shelf Model-Based Face
Alignment Algorithm

In this paper, Gu’s robust face alignment algorithm is implemented as the off-
the-shelf facial landmark locator [16] and used to initialize the face alignment
results for the image ensemble. Being one of the state-of-the-art methods, this
approach produces impressive results on real world images. The robustness of
this method comes from the shape regularization model, which incorporates
constrained nonlinear shape prior, geometric transformation and likelihood of
multiple candidate landmarks in a three-layered generative model [16].

At the bottom layer of the model, multiple candidate points are provided for
each facial landmark, and each candidate is assigned a confidence representing
its probability. Let Q = {Qnk, n = 1, 2, · · · , N ; k = 1, 2, · · · ,K} denotes the
whole candidate set, where N is the number of facial landmarks, and K is the
number of candidate points. A binaryN×K assignment matrix h is introduced to
assign one candidate position to each landmark. Q{h} denote the set of positions
selected by h.

The global geometric transformation θ = {R, s, t} is modeled by the middle
layer, where a noise term is assigned to each facial landmark to measure its fitting
error, and the noise level of each facial landmark point is measured by ρn.
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The top layer models the prior shape distribution as a mixture of constrained
Gaussian [20],

p(S|b) =
∑

l

πlN (Φlbl + μl;σ
2
l I), (1)

where the model parameters associated with each Gaussian component are the
mixing rate πl, the linear principal subspace spanned by the columns of Φl,
the mean shape μl, the isotropic shape noise with zero mean and variance σ2I.
b = {bl} denotes the deformation coefficients. A latent component variable zl is
also introduced to stands the mixture component label. Λl are eigenvalues for
the l-th Gaussian component.

Based on the three-layered generative model, the face alignment problem is
formulated as a MAP problem, i.e., finding the optimal deformation parameter
b and transformation parameter θ by maximizing the posterior p(b, θ|Q). EM
algorithm is used to solve this MAP problem.

In the E-step, taking the expectation 〈·〉 of the log of p(b, θ, S, h, z|Q) over the
latent variables S, h, z, we can obtain that:

Ω(b, θ) = 〈log p(b, θ, S, h, z|Q)〉S,h,z ∝ 〈log p(S|b, z)〉
+ 〈log p(b)〉+ 〈log p(z)〉+ 〈log p(Q(h)|S, θ)〉+ 〈log p(h)〉. (2)

In the M-step, the updating equations for b and θ can be obtained by taking the
derivative of (2), i.e.,

∂Ω

∂bl
= −(Λ−1

l +
〈zl〉
σ2
l

)bl − 〈zl〉
σ2
l

ΦT(μl − S̄l) (3)

∂Ω
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= −

∑

n

1

ρn
(−

∑

k

Qnk

∑

l

〈zl〉〈hnk〉)−
∑

n

1

ρn
(sR

∑

l

〈zl〉S̄nl + t) (4)

∂Ω
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= −

∑

n

1

ρn
(−

∑

k

QT
nkR〈hnkSn〉+ tTR〈Sn〉)− s

∑

n

1

ρn
〈ST

nSn〉 (5)

∂Ω

∂R
=

∑

n

1

ρn
(〈Sn〉tT −

∑

k

〈hnkSn〉QT
nk). (6)

In the process of face alignment, Zhao’s facial landmark detection algorithm [21]
is utilized to automatically detect two eye centers and initialize the facial shape.

3.2 Face Alignment Evaluation with a Discriminative Classifier

In this section, a face alignment evaluator is well designed and developed to
automatically assess the quality of the initial face alignment results.

In this paper, it is implemented as a boosting-based discriminative classifier,
which consists of a global appearance classifier and multiple component-based
classifiers, as shown in Fig.2. Specifically, the discriminative classifier is imple-
mented under the cascaded AdaBoost framework [22] and Real AdaBoost [23]
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the alignment evaluator, which consists of a global appearance
classifier and multiple component-based classifiers

is exploited to assign each alignment result a real-valued confidence score. The
alignment confidence score should be correlated with the alignment error. A high
score should predict small alignment error and vice visa.

For the global appearance classifier, shape-normalized facial images warped
with true alignment are considered as positive class and images warped with
perturbed alignment are treated as negative class. Haar-like features are used
to characterize the global appearance [22]. This type of global appearance clas-
sifier is first used in [14], called Boosted Appearance Model (BAM). However,
it shows some limits when being applied to evaluate the face alignment results.
As discussed in [15], there is no guarantee that moving along the gradient of
BAM’s score function will always improve the alignment. It is also verified by
our experiments that some alignment results with similar error have very differ-
ent alignment confidence score, as shown in Section 4.2.

So, in this paper, besides the global appearance classifier, multiple component-
based classifiers (e.g., classifiers for eye centers, mouth corners and mouth center)
are trained as the compensators to enhance the capability of our face alignment
evaluator, as shown in Fig.2. In comparison to the global appearance classifier,
the component classifiers characterize more details about the local appearance.
For each component classifier, image patches centered at the correct facial land-
mark location are extracted as positive samples and image patches with several
pixels displaced from the true locations are extracted as negative samples.

Given a testing image and its facial landmark locations L, local patches for
the components and the shape-normalized global appearance are simultaneously
extracted according to L. Then each of them is assigned a confidence value by
the corresponding classifier. Finally, the confidence score of L is calculated by
the following formula, which is restricted to range [0, 1]:

f(L) =
1

1 + exp{a[ 1
M

∑M
i=1 wiCi(L)] + b} , (7)

where M is the total number of discriminative classifiers, including the global
appearance classifier and the component-based classifiers. Ci(L) is the response
value of the i-th classifier and wi is its corresponding weight. Note that in order
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to unify the dimension of all the cascaded classifiers, we divide the response
value of them by the number of cascaded stages. Moreover, in the following
experiments, we set a = −0.5, b = 0, and w = 1 respectively.

3.3 Enhancing Bad Alignment by Regularized Re-fitting with k
Nearest Good Neighbors

Based on the initial face alignment results and their alignment confidence scores,
a novel regularized re-fitting algorithm is introduced in this section to rescue the
bad alignment with its k nearest good neighbors.

Given a testing image I and its k normalized nearest good neighbors Ni, i =
1, 2, · · · , k , the appearance consistency between them is exploited to regularize
the appearance space of I , which is formulated as:

min
γ

k∑

i=1

∑

x

[I(W (x; γ))−Ni(x)]
2, (8)

where γ are the parameters representing the shape of image I , and W (x; γ) is
a non-rigid piecewise affine warping function for the pixel coordinates x.

Therefore, in our solution, the regularization term in (8) is incorporated into
the energy function of the generic model-based fitting algorithm and the ini-
tial face alignment result of I is corrected by solving the following optimization
problem:

max
γ

E(γ)− λ
k∑

i=1

∑

x

[I(W (x; γ))−Ni(x)]
2, (9)

where E(γ) is the objective of the generic model-based fitting algorithm and
λ > 0 is the balance factor for the regularization term. Here, the generic model
is mainly used to characterize the general shape or appearance variations of face
and the regularization term is exploited to adapt the shape or appearance space
to image I.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the regularization term, we imple-
ment our fitting algorithm based on the energy function of Gu’s face alignment
algorithm and solve it using the generalized EM algorithm [24]. Note that the
energy function is not restricted to Gu’s algorithm but can be any energy term
of a model-based face alignment algorithm.

So, replacing E(γ) in equation (9) with Gu’s energy function, the problem is
formulated as follows:

max
γ=b,θ

log[p(γ, S, h, z|Q)]− λ

k∑

i=1

∑

x

[I(W (x; γ)) −Ni(x)]
2. (10)

In the E-step, taking the expectation of (10) over the latent variables S, h, z,
i.e.,

max
γ=b,θ

Ω(γ)− λ

k∑

i=1

∑

x

[I(W (x; γ)) −Ni(x)]
2. (11)
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In the M-step, because problem (11) remains non-linear with respect to variable
γ, a common approach to deal with non-linearity is to make first-order approxi-
mation and iteratively solves for increments to the parametersΔγ, i.e., maximize
the following equation:

max
γ=b,θ

Ω(γ) +
∂Ω

∂γ
Δγ − λ

k∑

i=1

∑

x

[I(W (x; γ)) +∇I
∂W

∂γ
Δγ −Ni(x)]

2 (12)

with respect to Δγ and then update γ = γ +Δγ. Here, ∇I ∂W
∂γ is the steepest

descent image, ∇I is defined as the gradient of I, and ∂W
∂γ is the Jacobian of the

warp parameters evaluated at γ.
Thus, the solution of the equation (12) can be computed below:

Δγ = H−1 ∂Ω

∂γ
− 2λH−1

k∑

i=1

∑

x

[∇I
∂W

∂γ
]T[I(W (x; γ)) −Ni(x)], (13)

where H denotes the Gaussian-Newton approximation to the Hessian matrix:

H = 2λ
k∑

i=1

∑

x

[∇I
∂W

∂γ
]T[∇I

∂W

∂γ
], (14)

and the expanded form of ∂Ω
∂γ is given by equations (3), (4), (5), and (6).

In our implementation, the neighbor samples are determined according to the
measurement of the appearance similarity. Here, the simplest Euclidean distance
is adopted to characterize the similarity of image intensity. Concretely, the face
region is normalized according to positions of the automatically located eye
centers. The distance between eye centers is set to 50 pixels.

4 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed joint face alignment
algorithm through comparing with current state-of-the-art methods. Moreover,
the discriminative capability of our face alignment evaluator is also validated in
some real world images.

4.1 Data Sets and Evaluation Protocol

In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of our joint face alignment
algorithm and the capability of the discriminative face alignment evaluator, we
manually label 3936 images from 20 persons, which are randomly selected from
the PubFig [25] database. This database is collected from the internet, which is
taken in completely uncontrolled situations with non-cooperative subjects, and
covers large variations in pose, expression, lighting and image conditions, etc.
For each person, there are about 100∼300 images in PubFig database. In our
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Fig. 3. The correlation between the alignment error (NRMSE) and the alignment con-
fidence score. The red line shows the global trend of alignment error with respect to
the confidence score.

experiments, 103 facial landmarks are manually labeled along the boundaries of
face contour and facial components.

For our algorithm, the normalized root-mean-squared error (NRMSE) relative
to the ground truth is adopted as the error measure for the face alignment. The
NRMSE is given as a percentage, computed by dividing the root mean squared
error by the distance between the two eye centers. The cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of NRMSE is used to evaluate the performance of the face
alignment algorithm.

4.2 Performance Evaluation of the Face Alignment Evaluator

In this part, we first describe the training process of the face alignment evaluator.
Then its performance is examined through quantitative experimental results and
visualized examples.

Training for the Face Alignment Evaluator. To train our discriminative
face alignment evaluator, about 7000 facial images are collected from various
sources, including the CMU PIE database [26], the FRGC database [27], the
FERET database [28], and the CAS-PEAL database [29].

For the global appearance classifier, positive samples are generated by warp-
ing images with ground truth landmarks and negative samples are generated
by perturbing the shape parameters with independent Gaussian noise with vari-
ances multiple of the eigenvalues of the corresponding shape bases. Specifically,
for each image, about 100 negative samples are generated by randomly adding
perturbations to the first seven shape bases. Here, the first four shape bases
represent the global scaling transformation, in-plane rotation and translations
in horizontal and vertical directions respectively.

In addition, five component classifiers for eye centers, mouth corners and
mouth center are trained in our experiments. Besides the image patches centered
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0.35~0.45 0.60 0.80 >0.90 

Fig. 4. Example images with the alignment results and the associated confidence scores.
Each column shows typical alignment results for the specified score.

at the ground truth position, more synthesized positive samples are generated
through transformations, such as shifting by ±1 pixel, in-plane rotation within
3 degrees. Negative samples are generated by shifting 5∼8 pixels away from the
manually labeled ground truth position.

Performance of the Face Alignment Evaluator. We first apply Gu’s face
alignment algorithm to the randomly selected 3936 images, described in Sec-
tion 4.1. With the alignment results, the alignment error (i.e., NRMSE) and the
alignment confidence score are computed separately. Then, the relationship be-
tween these two variables is evaluated quantitatively, as shown in Fig.3. A high
score should predict small alignment error and vice visa.

In Fig.3(a), the alignment confidence score is assigned by our face alignment
evaluator. It shows that our face alignment evaluator is statistically a good
indicator of the alignment accuracy. The alignment confidence score is highly
correlated with the alignment accuracy (i.e., the Pearson correlation coefficient
between them is -0.6989). However, the distinguishing capability of the face
alignment evaluator just using the global appearance classifier is not strong. For
example, as shown in Fig.3(b), many alignment results with very similar errors
have very different confidence scores and the Pearson correlation coefficient is
-0.4929.

More visualized results are shown in Fig.4. Each column gives some represen-
tative samples with similar alignment confidence score, which further confirm
the validity of our face alignment evaluator in selecting the perfect aligned faces.

Especially, Fig.3 shows that the alignment error is less than 10% of eye-to-eye
distance (i.e., the alignment is very close to ground truth annotation) with very
high probability when the confidence score is larger than 0.9. So, in the following
experiments, we set 0.9 as the threshold to distinguish good alignment results
from poor alignment results.
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Fig. 5. Performance variation with respect
to the number of nearest neighbors
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the-art methods
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Fig. 7. Alignment accuracy improvement for 20 individuals in comparison with the
initial face alignment results

4.3 Performance Evaluation of the Regularized Re-fitting
Algorithm

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method through comparing
with Gu’s method and RASL, which are state-of-the-art methods for joint face
alignment.

It is worth mentioning that, RASL just gives the rigid transformation param-
eters for each image instead of giving the facial landmark locations. To perform
a fair comparison, we first align the image ensemble using RASL. Then, we
randomly label five aligned images manually and calculate the mean shape of
them. Subsequently, based on the assumption that all aligned images share the
same facial landmark configurations, we assign the mean shape to the remain-
ing aligned images. Finally, the facial landmark locations corresponding to the
original unaligned images can be calculated by the inverse transformation. Note
that, the initial transformation is calculated according to the locations of eye
centers.

As for our regularized re-fitting algorithm, the regularization factor λ is set to
1.0. In addition, the alignment performance variation with respect to the number
of nearest neighbors is shown in Fig.5. Based on these comparison results, the
number of nearest neighbors is set to 5 in the following experiments.
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Fig. 8. Alignment results on “Adam Sandler” in comparison with other work. Top
row is the alignment results of RASL [7]; second row is the alignment results of Gu’s
algorithm [16]; the last row is the alignment results of our method.

Our comparison experiments are conducted on the randomly selected 20 im-
age sets, which come from the PubFig database, as described in Section 4.1. The
alignment results for these 20 image sets are merged together and the cumulative
distribution function of NRMSE is plotted for our method, RASL, and Gu’s face
alignment algorithm, as shown in Fig.6. It is obvious that our algorithm out-
performs the other two kinds of methods significantly. Specifically, our method
achieves about 22% higher accuracy than RASL and 13% higher accuracy than
Gu’s method when the error is less than 10% of eye-to-eye distance.

In addition, the initial face alignment results (i.e., given by Gu’s method) for
each image set are consistently improved by our regularized re-fitting algorithm.
On average, when NRMSE are within [0.06, 0.14], there are about 6%∼23%
increment of alignment precision for each of the randomly selected individuals,
as shown in Fig.7. The mean and standard deviation of the improvements for all
20 individuals are 11% and 4% respectively.

Some example images from comparisons of our method with Gu’s method and
RASL are shown in Fig.8. More results of our algorithm on some challenging
example images are shown in Fig.9.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Through enhancing the initial face alignment results of an off-the-shelf model-
based facial landmark locator, a promising joint face alignment method is intro-
duced in this paper. To automatically identify images with good face alignment
results, an effective discriminative face alignment evaluator is developed in our
method. Moreover, a robust regularized re-fitting algorithm is proposed to cor-
rect alignment results of the badly aligned images. The principal idea of this
paper is to constrain the appearance space of the badly-aligned image by ex-
ploring its k nearest well-aligned neighbors and regularize the fitting process of
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Fig. 9. More face alignment results of our method on some challenging example images

a general model-based face alignment algorithm. Experiments conducted on the
PubFig dataset demonstrate that our method greatly improves the initial face
alignment results of an off-the-shelf facial landmark locator and impressively
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in joint alignment of complex faces.

Theoretically, our algorithm may work well as long as there are enough good
neighbors to constrain the appearance space of testing images, which is not lim-
ited to specific person. In future work, we will further validate this idea through
experiments on more general face image set. Moreover, other more robust fea-
tures (e.g., HOG) will be explored to calculate the similarity between facial
images.
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